Aggressive Inverted Papilloma with Intracranial Invasion and Short Malignization Time
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ABSTRACT

Inverted papillomas (IP) are considered benign lesions with a prevalence up to 4% among all sinunasal tumors; however, invasive growth and varying tendency for malignization are reported in literature. We report the case of a 69-year-old woman suffering from a large, aggressively growing IP invading the orbit, skull base, and frontal lobe of the brain. Within only 3 months’ time the papilloma showed transformation into an invasive carcinoma, leaving surgical therapy in vain due to explosive recurrence. Intracranial and intraorbital expansion by IP is possible despite histology not showing signs of malignancy initially. In “regular” IP close endoscopic follow-up is mandatory to not overlook recurrence harboring malignancy.
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IPs show expansive growth throughout the nasal cavity. Transcranial or intraorbital spread is rare unless malignant transformation is present. We report the case of an aggressive intracranially and intraorbitally invading IP with rapid transformation into focally invasive squamous cell carcinoma.

CASE REPORT

We report the case of a 69-year-old woman who presented with anosmia for 2 months as well as diplopia and exophthalmos of the right eye for 2 weeks. Recently, vertigo without spontaneous nystagmus as well as frontal cephalgia had occurred. Imaging (CT and MRI) revealed a large tumor filling the entire nasal cavity including the...
Frontal sinus invading the right orbit. Furthermore the tumor expanded intracranially infiltrating the frontal lobe (Figs. 1A to 1C) suspicious for a sinonasal carcinoma. A biopsy resulted in IP without any signs of malignancy.

The patient was referred for surgery and further histological examinations since the preliminary histology was doubted due to the tumor’s aggressive behavior.

A transnasal endoscopic approach was decided upon performing a maximal debulking including a Draf III procedure for the frontal sinuses. A consecutive craniotomy followed: Intraoperatively, the tumor eroded the right orbital roof, infiltrated the frontal lobe and both olfactory bulbs. Wide resection of tumor including infiltrated dura could be achieved with radical macroscopic resection. Skull base reconstruction was done with fascia lata resulting in a watertight closure, which was verified endoscopically. Definite histology revealed IP with only some small foci of carcinoma in situ without invasion (Figs. 2A and 2B). In an interdisciplinary tumor conference a “watch and wait” strategy was decided upon since an effective radiation dose of 7,000 Gray would have damaged normal brain tissue to an undesired degree compared with its benefit.

Three months later a control MRI revealed explosive tumor progression in the right orbit and a re-craniotomy was performed. Intraoperatively the tumor had already invaded the fascia graft from the preceding intervention. Maximum debulking and resection of the invaded dura was done. Again, skull base was reconstructed using fascia lata. All material sent for
histopathologic evaluation was examined meticulously to not overlook a slice containing carcinomatous tissue at an earlier stage. Definite histology revealed IP with carcinoma in situ showing one focus only of an invasive highly differentiated (G1) squamous cell carcinoma, equaling a malignization time from IP to invasive carcinoma of 3 months (Figs. 3A and 3B).

Twenty-four days after the revision craniotomy, the patient had to be revised for a subgaleal pneumatocephalus.

Because, by then, the tumor had extended beyond possible surgical and/or radiotherapeutic intervention a palliative chemotherapy was administered.

Under therapy the patient’s health condition deteriorated rapidly and she died due to cerebral edema and consecutive brain stem compression only 9 months after IP had been diagnosed for the first time.

DISCUSSION

The present case should sensitize ENT doctors treating IP of its deceiving nature. As shown in our case the tumor’s rapid and invasive growth pattern did not correlate with the histological findings which would have predicted a much less aggressive behavior. Although considered a benign lesion IP’s growth pattern and ability to malignant transformation require extensive primary resection and meticulous follow-up. Its etiology remains unclear although association between virus infection particularly with human papilloma viruses has been proposed, whereas Llorente et al. did not detect genetic material of neither Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) nor human papillomavirus (HPV) in their series through in situ hybridization and polymerase chain reaction.

Endoscopic surgery is the gold standard for the majority of cases providing good results with fewer complications than traditional external approaches. Limits of endoscopic resection depend on the localization of the tumor such as wide lateral extent in frontal sinus/orbit or intracranial involvement.

IPs have a tendency for malignization after a certain period of time if untreated or left as residual tumor yielding a metachronous malignancy rate at detected recurrence of $\approx 3.6\%$. In our case the IP showed an aggressive growth with extensive invasion intracranially.

Figure 2  Histological examination after first operation. (A) Hematoxylin/eosin-stained slice under microscope showing regular inverted papilloma (IP) tissue after first operation (magnification original $\times 45$). (B) Hematoxylin/eosin-stained slice under microscope showing carcinoma in situ after first operation (magnification original $\times 200$).

Figure 3  Histological examination 3 months after first operation. (A) Hematoxylin/eosin-stained slice under microscope showing invasive carcinoma after transcranial operation for recurrence (magnification original $\times 200$). (B) Hematoxylin/eosin-stained slice under microscope showing invasive carcinoma with stromal invasion (marked with arrow) after transcranial operation for recurrence (magnification original $\times 45$).
and intraorbitally. The time from first histological diagnosis of IP to invasive carcinoma was only 3 months which is short compared with literature. In their review, Mirza et al. calculated a mean duration to develop into a carcinoma of 52 months (range 6 to 180 months). Nevertheless intracranial and/or orbital involvement with IPs is considered a rare condition. Apart from difficulty in resecting such expansive tumors, adjunctive therapy is limited in highly differentiated papillomas.

The present case impressively demonstrates how a large IP aggressively penetrated skull base and the orbit. This condition might be seen in IP which underwent broad malignant transformation, however, only one focus of our specimen revealed invasive carcinoma under the microscope with intact basal membrane in the rest of the tumor.

CONCLUSION

Although considered benign, IPs can be pitfalls because of malignant transformation, explosive growth, and intracranial and/or intraorbital invasion, despite histology does not reflect this aggressive behavior as shown in our case. Even if reported malignization rates are low with long duration, fast transformation is possible and tumor size does not reflect histological grade. Endoscopic surgery is safe and effective though limits are wide intracranial involvement, extensive (lateral) orbital invasion, and far laterally extending tumors. A close endoscopic follow-up is of utmost importance to not overlook recurrence harboring the potential of malignant transformation.
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